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We give a simple description of the interior, the exterior, and the boundary of the 
image of the exponential map for each of the following classes of complex Lie 
groups: GL,(@), SL,(@), O,,(C), Spzn(@) and also for each of their real forms. 
There is one exception: namely for special unitary groups we are not able to 
describe, in general, the interior and the boundary of the exponential image. In the 
cases GL,(R) and SL,(Iw) the results are due to M. Nishikawa, who has also 
handled the case of real orthogonal groups O(p, q) when 1 <p < q < 3. c 1987 
Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
By a classical (Lie) group we mean one of the complex Lie groups 
G&,(C), O,(C), &,J@) or one of their real forms: 
G&t(~), GLW 1, W, n-k), 0% n -k), 
O*(n) n even, SP,rz(~)> and Sp(k, n-k). 
If G is any Lie group, g its Lie algebra, and exp: g + G its exponential 
map then we shall write E = exp( g) for the image of exp in G. We say that 
a E G is an exponential (in G) if a E E. It is clear that aEa- ’ = E for all 
a E G, i.e., E is a union of conjugacy classes of G. The same holds for the 
interior, the exterior, and the boundary of E, which we denote by Int E, 
Ext E, and dE, respectively. 
In an earlier paper [2] we determined which conjugacy classes of G 
belong to E, for each classical group G and also for the groups SL,(C), 
SL,(R), SL,(H), and SU(k, n -k), which are not classical according to the 
definition adopted above. 
*We gratefully acknowledge the support by NSERC under Grant A-5285. 
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In a series of papers [S-11] M. Nishikawa studied the problem of 
describing Int E, Ext E, and aE. He solved this problem when G is GL,,([W) 
or ,X,(R), and also for groups O(k, n - k) when k, n - k < 3. 
The object of this paper is to provide an explicit and simple description 
of Int E, Ext E, and aE for all classical groups and also for the groups 
mentioned above, with one exception. Namely we are not able to describe, 
in general, Int E for the special unitary groups SU(k, n-k). For the sake 
of completeness we also include simple proofs of Nishikawa’s results for 
GL,(IW) and S&(R). 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the classification of conjugacy 
classes in classical groups as presented in [ 11; see also [2, 61. In order to 
fix the notation we review some basic facts on conjugacy classes in 
Section 1. 
Section 2 contains the statements of all results (Theorems 1-5) and each 
of the five subsequent sections contains a proof of one of these results. At 
the end of Section 2 we make a remark about E in the case when 
G = SU(k, n -k). 
In regard to the proofs we mention only that they rely heavily on our 
previous work [3-51, where we described closures of conjugacy classes in 
classical groups. Unfortunately the papers [2, 51 will be quoted quite often 
so the reader is well advised to have them at his disposal when reading the 
present paper. 
1. PRELIMINARIES ON CONJUCACY CLASSES 
We shall view each classical group G as a triple (G, P’,f), where V is a 
vector space over lF, [F being the reals R, the complex numbers G, or the 
real quaternions W, and f is either absent or is a non-degenerate form. If .f 
is absent then G is the corresponding general linear group. Otherwise G is 
the group of all invertible linear transformations of V which preserve the 
form J 
For each of the 10 classes of classical groups we list in Table I the field of 
scalars [F, the dimension of V, the type of the form S (if any), and the 
signature off (if applicable). When f is a hermitian or a real symmetric 
(non-degenerate) form then sig(f) = (p, q) means that there is an 
orthogonal basis of V, say u1 ,..., up, w, , . . . . wy such that f(u;, v,) = 1, 
1 <idp, andf(wi, w,)= -1 for 1 <j<q. 
We shall denote by g the Lie algebra of a classical group G = (G, V,f). 
Recall that g consists of all linear transformations u of V which (if f is 
present) satisfy f(u(x), y) +f(x, u(y)) = 0 for all x, y E V. G acts on g by 
adjoint action. We say that u and u’ in g are conjugate if u’ = a. u for some 
a E G, i.e., u’ = a 0 u 0 a ~ ‘. 
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TABLE I 
No. G F dim V f sk(f) 
1. G-U@) @ n 
2. G-h(R) R n 
3. G&(W) w n 
4. U(k,n-k) c n hermitian (k-k) 
5. On(@) c n symmetric 
6. O(k, n-k) R. n symmetric (k,n-4 
I. 0*(2n) w n skew-hermitian 
8. SPA@) c 2n skew-symmetric 
9. SPaI R 2n skew-symmetric 
10. Sp(k, n-k) w n hermitian (k, n-k) 
If u Eg then the triple (u, V,f) will be called a Lie afgebra triple. 
Similarly if a E G then the triple (a, V,f) will be called a group triple. The 
isomorphisms between Lie algebra triples or group triples are defined in 
the usual way. The isomorphism classes of Lie algebra triples (resp. group 
triples) will be called Lie algebra types (resp. group types). These types were 
introduced by Bourgoyne and Cushman [ 11 in order to give a concise 
description of the conjugacy classes in classical groups and their Lie 
algebras. 
Let A and A’ be Lie algebra types of the same kind, i.e., corresponding 
to the same row of our Table I. If (u, V,f) E A and (u’, V’,f’) E A’ then we 
define the sum A + A’ to be the Lie algebra type containing the Lie triple 
(UOU’, VCB v’,f@f’). 
One defines similarly the sum f + r’ of two group types r and r of the 
same kind. 
If (u, V,f) E A, where A is a Lie type, then we define dim A = dim V, 
eig(A) = eig(u), where eig(u) is the set of eigenvalues of U, and 
sig(A) = sig(f) if f’ is present and has a signature. Similarly if (a, V,f) E lY 
where I- is a group type, we may define rk (k~ Z) to be the group type 
containing (ak, V,f), etc. 
If t lies in the center of F and (u, V,~)E A then we define tA to be the Lie 
type containing (tu, V,f). The exponential map exp: g + G gives rise to a 
map exp from Lie algebra types to group types: if (u, V,f) E A then 
f := exp A means that (exp(u), V, f) E ZY We say that a group type F’ is an 
exponential if r= exp A for some Lie algebra type A (of the same kind). 
We say that a Lie type A (resp. group type r) is the zero type if dim 
A = 0 (resp. dim r = 0). A Lie type A is indecomposable if A # 0 and 
A = A’ + A“ implies that A’= 0 or A” = 0. One defines similarly indecom- 
posability for group types. 
Every Lie type (or group type) can be uniquely written as a sum of 
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indecomposable types; see [ 11. Hence in order to describe the conjugacy 
classes in classical groups or their Lie algebras it suffices to list all 
indecomposable group types and indecomposable Lie types. The list of 
indecomposable Lie algebra types is given in [ 11, and was reproduced in 
our paper [2], where we also added the list of indecomposable group 
types. 
We say that a group type r belongs to a classical group (G, V,f) if there 
exists a E G such that (a, I’,f) E I-. There is a bijective correspondence 
between the group types that belong to G and the conjugacy classes of G. It 
will be convenient to denote by I- also the conjugacy class of G which 
corresponds to the group type r. 
Let r and F be group types belonging to a classical group G. We shall 
write Z-2 r’ if the conjugacy class r’ of G lies in the closure of the con- 
jugacy class r. The set of all conjugacy classes of G is partially ordered by 
the relation 2. We shall often make use of this relation in the following 
way. Assume that we want to prove that some conjugacy class r’ of G lies 
in the boundary aE of the image E of the exponential map exp: g + G. If 
r> r’ and Tc aE then it follows that r’ c aE. Indeed this follows from the 
fact that dE is closed. 
We now introduce some matrix notation which will be used quite often 
in the sequel. 
By Z,, we denote the identity matrix of size n and by J,,(1) the Jordan 
block 
J,,( 2) = 
of size n. In particular we set N, = J,,(O). 
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of size n which has alternating + 1 and - 1 entries on the side diagonal and 
zeros elsewhere. 
If A and B= (b,) are matrices then their tensor product A @B is the 
block matrix (Ab,), and their direct sum A @B is the block matrix 
For any real or complex matrix A we denote by A’ (resp. A*) the trans- 
pose (resp. conjugate transpose) of A. 
Furthermore if A is square of order n and i E C is one of its eigenvalues 
then we define the multiplicity of A to be its multiplicity as a root of the 
characteristic polynomial of A. In that case we define the generalized 
eigenspace of A for eigenvalue L to be the nullspace of (A - AZ,)“, where m 
is the multiplicity of A. 
We say that A is non-derogatory if its minimal and characteristic 
polynomials coincide. 
The diagonal matrix of size n whose successive diagonal entries are 
E *,, . . . . 1, will be written as 
diag(A, ,..., A,,). 
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
Let (G, V,f) be a classical group, g its Lie algebra, exp: g + G its 
exponential map and E = exp(g) c G. We denote by Int E, Ext E and aE 
the interior, the exterior and the boundary of E for the ordinary topology 
of G (G is viewed as a real Lie group). 
Our main problem is to describe these three subsets of G. (Since Int E, 
Ext E and 8E form a partition of G, it suffices to determine only two of 
them.) 
The groups Z,,(C), X,(R), S&(W) and SU(R, n-k) will be included 
in our discussion (although they are not classical by the definition adopted 
in this paper.) 
It is known, see [2], that E= G if G is one of the groups: G&(C), 
G&(W), X,,(W), U(k, n-k), 0*(2n), or Sp(k, n- k). Hence these cases 
will be dismissed from further discussion. 
The remaining cases are: S&(C), GL,(R), SL,(R), SU(k, n - k), O,(C), 
W, n -k), SPAC), and Sp2,A~). 
THEOREM 1. Let G be one of the groups GL,( R), SL,(R), or SpJR). 
Then 
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(i) Int E is the set of all matrices in G which have no negative eigen- 
values; 
(ii) Ext E is the set of all matrices in G which have at least one 
negative eigenvalue of odd multiplicity. 
In the case when G = G&(R) or S&(R) this result is due to Nishikawa 
IX, 91. 
THEOREM 2. Let G = O(p, q) and a E G. Then 
(i) a E Int E tf and only tfa has no negative igenvalue i < - 1 and the 
generalized eigenspace of a for eigenvalue - 1 is (positive or negative) 
definite, 
(ii) a E Ext E if and only tf either a has at least one negative eigenvalue 
of odd multiplicity or else - 1 is an eigenvalue of a of even multiplicity and 
both components of the signature of the generalized eigenspace of a for eigen- 
value - 1 are odd integers. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be one of the groups O,,(c) or Sp2,,(c). Then the 
closure of E is the identity component of G. The interior of E consists of 
all matrices in G for which - 1 is not an eigenvalue and, in the case when 
G = O,,(c), the matrices for which - 1 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity 2. 
In order to state our result for SL,(@) we need some more notation. 
Let a E SL,(C) and let 
J,,(n,)o “. GJ,p..) 
be the Jordan canonical form of a. Then we define p(a) E Z by 
p(a) = GCD(m, ,..., m,). 
For each k, 1 <k < u, choose Ok E R such that 
E., = IAk 1 exp(i0,). 
Note that we may have Ak = i, and 8, # 8, for some k # 1. Since det(a) = 1, 
it follows that 
m,B,+ ... +m,8,=2ns 
for some s E Z. Since each 0, is unique modulo 2x2, it follows that s is 
unique modulo p(a). Hence we may define q(a) E Z/p(a) Z by 
q(a) = s mod p(a). 
4Rl’ll?.l-7 
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Theorem (1.7) of [2] implies that a is an exponential in Z,,(C) if and 
only if q(u) = 0. 
Recall that a matrix is called non-derogatory (or cyclic) if its charac- 
teristic and minimal polynomials coincide. Clearly there exists a non- 
derogatory matrix Cs having the same characteristic polynomial as a. 
Moreover cl is unique up to conjugacy in X,(C) and so we can define 
d(u)~Z and G(u)~Z/p”(u) Z by 
aa) = q(G). 
Now we can state our theorem. 
THEOREM 4. If G = SL,(@) then E is dense in G and 
Int E= {uEG:~(u)=O}. 
Finally let G= SU(R, n-k). In this case our result is incomplete: we 
obtain a simple description of Ext E but, in general, we do not know how 
to describe Int E. 
THEOREM 5. If G = SU(k, n - k), 0 < k < n - k, then Ext E consists of all 
matrices a E G which satisfy the following two conditions: 
(a) a has no eigenvulues on the unit circle. 
(b) Q-A,, . . . . ;Ik are the distinct eigenvulues of a inside the unit circle 
and if m, , . . . . mk are their respective multiplicities then the integer 
s:=i (m, arg 2, + ... + mk arg A,) 
is odd. 
In particular, if k # n -k then Ext E = @. 
In conclusion we make a remark about Int E when G = SU(k, n -k). 
If UE G has no eigenvalues on the unit circle (this implies that 2k = n) 
then a E Int E if and only if the integer s defined in condition (b) of 
Theorem 5 is divisible by the GCD(m,, . . . . mk). 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We start with a sequence of four lemmas. 
LEMMA(~.~). Let G = GL,,(R) and let 1. < 0. Then the conjugacy class 
r ?,,, ~ ,(A) of G lies in the closure of the union of the conjugacy classes 
r, ~ , ( lee”, Ae ‘“), O<tl<71. 
In particular, rZm _ ,(n) c B 
ProoJ: For 0 < 8 < rc let 
The eigenvalues of C,, are i0 and -i6 and each of them has multiplicity m. 
Since 
rank( Ci + 02Z2,,) = 2m - 2, 
it follows that the elementary divisors of C, are (X- iO)m and (X-t iO)m. 
Let D, = diag( 1, 0, 02, . . . . 02” - ’ ) and B, = D,,C,D;’ . It is easy to verify 
that 
lim B, = N,,. 
n-o+ 
NOW define cp: (0,~) + G by (p(8) = A exp B,. Clearly q is continuous, 
(p(6) E T(AeiH, Ewe-‘“), o<e<n, 
and 
lim q(B) = A exp N,, E rrnlP r(A). B-o+ 
This proves the first assertion of the lemma. The second is a consequence 
of the first and the fact that f(Ae’“, Ae-“) c E for 0 < 0 < n; see [2]. 
LEMMA(~.~). ZfG=Sp,,(R) and A< -1 then T2,,-l(;i,II-‘)cE. 
ProoJ We may assume that the matrix of the skew-symmetric form 
defining G is 
J=( -“I,,, I;$ 
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We have an embedding GL,,(R) + G given by 
Under this embedding, the conjugacy class r,,- ,(Ae’“, Ae-“), 0 < 8 < 71, of 
GL,,(lR) is mapped into the conjugacy class r,,- ,(Ae’O, Ae-“, P’eiB, 
1-l e-j’) of G, and the conjugacy class r,,,- ,(A) is mapped into 
r,,- ,(i, A-‘). 
Now the assertion r2,,, _ ,(A, A-‘) c E follows from Lemma (3.1). 
LEMMA (3.3). Zf G = Sp,& R) and E = + then I’:,_ ,( - 1) c i?. 
ProoJ We view G as a triple (G, V,f). Choose a basis of V such that 
the matrix off with respect to this basis is 
Ja( -“I,, IF). 
For ?E R let 
B = J2m(f) I2m I ( 0 > -J2m(~)’ ' 
and note that B, J+ JB: = 0. It is easy to check that B$‘- ’ # 0 and con- 
sequently B, has only one elementary divisor, namely X4”. On the other 
hand if t # 0 then B, has two elementary divisors, namely (X- f)2m and 
(A-+ t)2,. 
Let A, = -exp B,. This defines a continuous map R + G sending t H A,. 
If t#O then A,Er2m-1(-e’, -e-‘) while A,Er&+,(-1). 
The assertion of the lemma now follows from Lemma (3.2). 
LEMMA (3.4). rfG=Sp,,+,(R) and&= + then &,,+,(-l)eE. 
ProoJ: We shall view G as a triple (G, V,f). Choose a basis of V such 
that the matrix off with respect to this basis is 
J=E. 
For O<B<z let 
Cl c2 0 
co= 0 c, c4 , 
i i 0 0 c, 
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where 
and all entries of C2 (resp. C,) are zero except the lower left-hand block of 
size 2, which is 
(($ y) (reip.( -;-, Y))- 
It is easy to check that C,J+ JC; = 0. An easy computation shows that 
rank( Ci + O’Z,, + 2) = 4m. S ince the eigenvalues of C, are i6’ and -iO, each 
with multiplicity 2m + 1, it follows that the elementary divisors of C, are 
(X-itl)2m+1 and (X+ iO)““+‘. 
The diagonal matrix 
D,=8P”2.diag(l,8, 1,8 ,..., l,(9) 
of size 4m + 2 satisfies D, JDk = J and so D, E G. 
One can easily verify that the matrix B, = D,C,D;’ has a limit, say B,, 
as 8 + 0+ and B, is nilpotent and has only one elementary divisor namely 
4m x . 
Now define A, = -exp B,, 0 < 8 < rc. Then A, E G and belongs to the 
conjugacy class Z”,,( -eie, --e-j”); in particular A, E E. Since 
lim A,= -exp B,EZ&,+,(-1), e-o+ 
our assertion is proved. 
We now begin the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let .Q (resp. @) be the set of all matrices in G which have no negative 
eigenvalues (resp. which have at least one negative eigenvalue of odd 
multiplicity). It is clear that both Q and @ are open in G. From [2] we 
conclude that Q c E and @ n E = Iz/. Consequently, we have Q c Int E and 
@c Ext E. Let A = G\(Q u @). It remains to show that A c dE. 
Let a E A. We have to show that a E dE. From the definition of A we 
know that a has at least one negative eigenvalue and that each negative 
eigenvalue of a has even multiplicity. 
We shall now distinguish two cases. 
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Case 1. G = G&(R) or X,(R). Let f be the conjugacy class of G 
containing a. There is a unique conjugacy class r’ of G such that if b E r 
then a and b have the same eigenvalues with the same multiplicities and 
moreover for each eigenvalue A the matrix b has only one elementary 
divisor which is a power of X- A. Since r’ 3 r, in order to prove that 
Tc aE it suffices to show that r’ c dE, i.e., we may assume that f = r’. 
Since a E I-= r’ has a negative eigenvalue, it follows from [2] that a 4 E. 
Hence we need only show that a E I?. Since r= r’ and each negative 
eigenvalue of a has even multiplicity, the assertion a E E is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma (3.1). 
Case 2. G = Spz,( R). We view G as a triple (G, V,f). Let f be the 
group type containing the triple (a, V,f). In order to show that UE aE it 
suffices to prove this in two special cases only: 
eig(Z) = (A, A-‘}, A < -1; (3.5) 
and 
eig(f) = { - l}. (3.6) 
In case (3.5) the multiplicity n of A is even (since u E A), say n = 2m. In 
that case we have r+,(& A-‘)> r, while in case (3.6) we have 
re Zn- i (- 1) 2 f for some E = +. Consequently it suffices to consider only 
the following possibilities for l? 
r *m- ,(A n-‘), 1-c -1; r;,-,(-l),&= *. 
In these cases Tn E = Iz, (where r denotes the conjugacy class of G which 
corresponds to the group type r). Hence it remains to show that Tc E. 
If r=r 2mPl(E., A-‘), 1.~ -1, this was shown in Lemma (3.2). If 
f=f” Zn- ,( - 1) then this claim was proved in Lemma (3.3) for n even and 
in Lemma (3.4) for n odd. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We prove first two lemmas. 
LEMMA (4.1). Let (G, V,f) be the group O(p, q), sig(f) = (p, q), 
p = q + 1, q even, say q = 2m. Then the conjugucy class T2+y( - 1) of G lies in 
the closure of the union of the conjugucy classes 
cp,(-eie, -eF’“)+r,+(-1), O<o<J’C,E= f. 
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Proof. Choose a basis of V so that the matrix off with respect to this 
basis is S = S,, + , . For O<e<rr define 
c, vt c, 
c= 0 0 w 
i 1 0 0 Cl 
where 
and C, has all entries zero except for the block of size 2 in the lower left 
hand corner which is 
1 0 ( > $-’ 1 . 
We have CBS + SC; = 0 and the eigenvalues of C, are 0, ill, and - i8 
with respective multiplicities 1, q, and q. An easy computation shows that 
and consequently the elementary divisors of C, are X, (X- id)q, and 
(X+ iQ)q. 
If 
D,=diag(l,e ,..., 1,0, 1, %-I, 1, . . . . Q-‘, 1) 
T T 
then D,SDk = S, i.e., D, E G. 
Let B, = D,C,D; ‘. One checks easily that limO,,,+ B, exists and that 
this limit, say B,, has only one elementary divisor, namely X*q+ ‘. 
Now define A, = -exp B,, 0 < 9 < rc. It follows that A, E G and 
Ae~r&,(--eio, -e-‘“)+rc(-1) 
for some E= f. 
Since lim, -rO+ A, = -exp B, belongs to r2+y( - l), the lemma is 
established. 
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LEMMA (4.2). Let (G, V,f) be the group O(p, q), sig(f) = (p, q), 
p = q + 1, q odd, say q = 2m + 1. Then the conjugacy class r$( - 1) of G lies 
in the closure of the union of the conjugacy classes 
ryf_,(-e”, -e-“)+r;(-l), o<ecn. 
Proof: Choose a basis of V so that the matrix off with respect to that 
basis is S=S4m+3. For O<tI<rc define 
Cl c2 0 
c= 0 cj c, ) 
i 1 0 0 Cl 
where 
e e 0 
c,= -e 0 e , 
i i 0 -8 -e 
and all the entries of Cz and C, are zeros except the entries in the lower 
left-hand corner which are equal to eP ‘. 
Then CBS + SC; = 0 and the eigenvalues of C are 0, 8, and - ie with 
respective multiplicities l,q, and q. An easy computation shows that 
rank(Ci+e2Z,,+,)=2q-1, 
and consequently the elementary divisors of CB are X, (X- iQ4, and 
(X+ itl)q. 
Let D, be the diagonal matrix 
D,=diag(&‘, 1, . . . . e-l, 1, 8, . . . . 1, e), - VUI 4 4 




B, = NZy + , 
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The matrix A, = - exp B, belongs to G for 0 < 8 < n and has elementary 
divisors iy + 1, (X + eis)Y, and (X+ e -ie)q. Consequently 
A,Er,+_,(--eie, -e-“)+&(-1), 0<0<7c. 
Since lim, _ 0+ A0 = -exp B, belongs to r&( - 1 ), the assertion of the 
lemma is proved. 
We now begin the proof of Theorem 2. 
Denote by 52 the set of all matrices a E G which have no negative eigen- 
values except perhaps the eigenvalue - 1 in which case the generalized 
eigenspace of a for eigenvalue - 1 is definite. 
Denote by @ the set of all a E G satisfying at least one of the following 
two conditions: 
(a) a has a negative eigenvalue of odd multiplicity; 
(b) - 1 is an eigenvalue of a of even multiplicity and both com- 
ponents of the signature of the generalized eigenspace for that eigenvalue 
are odd. 
It is easy to see that both Q and @ are open in G. From [2] we know 
that 52 c E and @n E = @. Consequently we have R c Int E and 
@c Ext E. Let A := G\(S2 u @). It remains to show that A c aE. 
Thus let a E A. By definition of A we know that a has at least one 
negative eigenvalue, that all negative eigenvalues of a have even mul- 
tiplicities and if - 1 is an eigenvalue of a then both components of the 
signature of the generalized eigenspace of a for eigenvalue - 1 are even 
and, in the case that - 1 is the only negative eigenvalue of a, this 
eigenspace is indefinite. 
Recall that we view G as a triple (G, V,f). Let r be the group type 
containing the triple (a, V,f) and let r also denote the conjugacy class of 
G containing a. In order to prove that Tc JE, it suffices to consider only 
the following two special cases: 
eig(ZJ = {A, A-‘}, i< -1, (4.3) 
and 
eig(ZJ = { - 1 }. (4.4) 
We deal first with the case (4.3). Since Tc A, we know that the mul- 
tiplicity of the eigenvalue A of r is even, say 2m. Since rZ,,, _ ,(A, A ~ ‘) 3 r, 
we may assume that in fact r = Tz,,, _ , (A, A ~ I). 
Fix a basis of V such that the matrix off with respect to that basis is 
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Then we have an embedding GL,,(R) + G given by 
By using Lemma (3.1) we conclude that r is contained in the closure of the 
union of conjugacy classes 
r, _ 1 (le”, le ~ jO, A ~ ’ eiO, A- ’ e ~ “), o<e<n. 
Since this union is contained in E, we have a E E. Since a E rZ,,, ~ 1(A, A ~ ‘), 
we have a $ E and consequently a E aE. 
Next we consider the case (4.4). We have sig(f) = (p, q), where both p 
and q are even and non-zero. We may assume that p 3 q. By using [5] we 
conclude that 
r,+,(-l)+(p-q-l)T,t(-l)>r if p>q 
and 
r;+,P,(-l)+rJ-l)>r if p = q. 
Consequently, we may assume that 
r= ~,+,(-1)+(P-c7-W-,+(-1) 
{ 
if P >4, 
r&,(-l)+r,-(-l) if p = q. 
It follows from Lemma (4.1) that if p > q then f lies in the closure of the 
union of conjugacy classes 
rip ‘( -eiO, --e- iH)+(P-4)G-l), 0<6<7T,E= +. 
Since p and q are even, this union is contained in E and consequently 
Tc E. On the other hand f is not an exponential and consequently 
aerci?E. 
If p = q then a similar argument using Lemma (4.2) instead of Lemma 
(4.1) shows that a E dE. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
The first assertion is a consequence of a theorem of Bore1 which asserts 
that E is dense in G for every connected complex Lie group G; see [7]. 
Let Q be the set of all matrices in G for which - 1 is not an eigenvalue 
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and, in the case G = O,(C), the matrices for which - 1 is an eigenvalue of 
multiplicity 2. It is clear that Sz is open in G. It follows from [2] that 
52 c E, and consequently R c Int E. Let A = G,\Q, where G,, is the identity 
component of G. It remains to show that A c aE. 
For the sake of clarity we shall now distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. G = O,(C). Let Tc d be a conjugacy class of G. In order to 
show that Tc aE it suffices to do that only in the case when 
eig(Q = { - 1). This implies that n is even, say n = 2m. From [S] we infer 
that 
r *,-2(-l)+r0(-1)>r, 
and consequently we may assume that f = f *,,, *( - 1) + r,( - 1). 
From Lemmas (4.1) and (4.2) we deduce that f lies in the closure of the 
union of the conjugacy classes 
f,-,( -e”, -e-l’) + 2f,( - l), 0<9<Tt. 
Since this union is contained in E, we conclude that Tc E. Since r is not 
an exponential, we have Tc aE. Thus A c aE. 
Case 2. G = Q,,(C). Let Tc A be a conjugacy class of G. In order to 
show that l-c aE, it suffices to do this only in the case when 
eig(Q = { - 1 }. F rom [S] we infer that I-*,, ,( - 1) 3 f, and so we may 
assume that r= r *,, ~ ,( - 1). From Lemmas (3.3) and (3.4) we conclude 
that Tc E. Since I- is not an exponential, we have f c aE and so A c SE. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
The first assertion follows from the theorem of Bore1 quoted earlier. 
Let Q = {u E G: q(a) = O}. We claim that Q is open in G. 
Thus let a E 52 and let 1,) . . . . 2, be the distinct eigenvalues of a and 
m,, . . . . mk their respective multiplicities. 
For each i, 1 d i< k, fix a value of the argument of A,, say arg jLi. Let 
6 > 0 be smaller than each lli I. Denote by Di the open disk in C centered 
at li of radius 6. Assume that 6 is small enough so that the D,‘s are disjoint. 
For each ,U~E Di, 1 d ib k, there exists a unique value arg p; of its 





for arbitrary pi E D,, 1 < id k. 
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Let U be a connected neighbourhood of a in G such that for each b E U 
the eigenvalues of b lie in the union of the disks Di, 16 id k. Since U is 
connected, it follows that each b E U has exactly m, eigenvalues (counting 
multiplicities) in Di. This clearly implies that d(b) divides d(a) for b E U. 
Since det(a)= 1, we have 
C m, arg Ai = 271s 
i= I 
(6.2) 
for some integer s. 
If b E U then the analog of (6.2) is valid for 6, and (6.1) implies that the 
integer s in (6.2) will be the same for b as for a. Consequently we have 
q(b) ES modp(b). Since q(a) = 0, we have s- 0 modp(a) and since d(b) 
divides d(a), we conclude that q(b) = 0, i.e., U c Q. This proves our claim. 
Since q(a) = 0 implies q(a) = 0, we have Q c E. It follows that 52 c Int E. 
Let A = G\Q and a E A. If U is any neighbourhood of a in G then U 
contains a non-derogatory matrix ii which has the same characteristic 
polynomial as a. Since q(ii) = q(a) # 0, we conclude that Z$ E. Con- 
sequently a $ Int E and the proof is completed. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 
We prove first two lemmas. 
LEMMA(7.1). Let a E G = U(k, k + 1) have only one elementary divisor 
say (X-il)2k+‘, where necessarily 121 = 1. Then there exists a continuous 
function cp: R -+ G such that ~(0) =a, det cp(t)= lZk+’ for all t, and for 
small t < 0, cp( t) has a simple eigenvalue on the unit circle. 
Proof: We may assume that G is the group of all complex matrices A of 
size 2k + 1 which satisfy ASA* = S, where S = S2k + , . If A = exp(ia) then 
J 2k+ ,(ia) belongs to the Lie algebra of G and consequently the matrix 
A := exp J,, + l(ia) belongs to G. In fact the matrices a and A are conjugate 
in G, and so we may assume that a = A. 
For tE[W let 
where B, = Jk(i(a + t)), v = (0, . . . . 0, l), w = (1, 0, . . . . 0), and /I = i(a - 2kt). 
It is easy to verify that B, S + SBT = 0. 
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We now define cp: R + G by cp( t) = exp B,. Clearly cp is continuous and 
~(0) = A = a. The eigenvalue exp(i(a - 2t)) of cp(t) is simple for small t > 0. 
It is evident that det q(t) = izk+ ’ for all t. 
LEMMA (7.2). Let a E G = U(k, k) have only one elementary divisor, say 
(X-A)‘“, where necessarily 111 = 1. Then there exists a continuous map 
cp: R + G such that q(O) = a, det q(t) = AZk for all t, andfor small t > 0, q(t) 
has a simple eigenvalue on the unit circle. 
Proof: We shall view G as a triple (G, P’,f). For E = ) we can choose a 
basis of V such that the matrix off with respect to this basis is S = sSzk. 
The Jordan block J,,(icc), where ;1= exp(ia), satisfies 
and so A := exp(J,k(i@)) is in G. By choosing E appropriately, the given 
matrix a will be conjugate to A. Hence we may assume that a = A. 
For t E R let B, be the matrix obtained from J,,(ia) by replacing the zero 
entry in position (k + 1, k) with - t2. The eigenvalues of B,, t # 0, are icr, 
i(cc + t), and i(a - t) with respective multiplicities 2k - 2, 1, and 1. It is easy 
to check that B,S + SST = 0. 
We now define cp: R + G by q(t) = exp B,. Clearly cp is continuous and 
q(O) = A = a. All other properties required of cp also hold. 
We now begin the proof of Theorem 5. 
Our group G = SU(k, n - k) is a subgroup of a classical group 
(U(k, n - k), P’,f), where V is an n-dimensional complex vector space andf 
is a non-degenerate hermitian form on V of signature (k, n-k). By 
hypothesis, we have 2k 6 n. 
Condition (a) is necessary. Assume that a E G has an eigenvalue, say & 
on the unit circle, i.e., 111 = 1. Then there is an orthogonal direct decom- 
position V= I’, @ V, into a-invariant subspaces uch that if a = a, @a, is 
the corresponding decomposition of a then u, has only one elementary 
divisor, namely (X- ;l)m, where m = dim V, . 
It follows from Lemmas (7.1) and (7.2) that there is a continuous map 
cp: R -+ G such that ~(0) = 0 and, for t > 0 small, q(t) has a simple eigen- 
value on the unit circle. It follows from [2, Theorem (3.7)] that, for t > 0 
small, q(t) is an exponential in G. Hence a E i?, which proves the necessity 
of (a). 
Condition (b) is necessary. Let a E Ext E. We know that a has no eigen- 
values on the unit circle. Since the eigenvalues of a are 
A,, A,’ )..., /I,, A,‘, 
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with corresponding multiplicities 
mIy mlj . . . . mky mky 
and since det(a) = 1, it follows that the number s defined in condition (b) is 
indeed an integer. 
Choose 6 > 0 small so that all open disks 
D,:= {zdz: lz-&<6) 
lie inside the unit circle, do not contain the origin, and are pairwise 
disjoint. If p, E D,, 1 6 16 k, we d enote by arg pLI the unique value of the 
argument of ,u, which satisfies the inequality 
1 arg p, - arg A, / < 42. 
We also assume that 6 has been chosen small enough so that P,E D,, 
1 < 1 <k, imply that 
,i, ml be P/ - arg 4 I < n. (7.3) 
Now let U c Ext E be a neighbourhood of a in G such that each b E U 
has precisely m, eigenvalues (counting multiplicities) in D,, 1 <I < k. It 
follows from (7.3) that the integer s defined in condition (b) for the element 
a remains the same when a is replaced with any b E U. We can choose b E U 
so that all eigenvalues of b are simple. Since b $ E, Theorem (3.7) of [2] 
implies that s is odd. 
Sufficiency. Let Q be the set of all matrices in G which satisfy the con- 
ditions (a) and (b). By [2, Theorem (3.7)] we know that Sz n E = 0. From 
the proof of the necessity of (b) it is clear that 52 is open in G. 
Consequently we have Q c Ext E. 
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